Abstract: This paper shows that there is a subclass of adjectives in Japanese called adjectival nouns, which consists of adjectives mostly of foreign origin, and this subset of the adjectives is required to undergo nominalization by the merger of a null nominalizing suffix. This process of nominalization takes place either prior to the PF interface or at PF, depending on the types of null nominalizing suffixes that merge with adjectival nouns. The proposed multilevel nominalization analysis has desirable consequences for adjectival nouns, and can also be extended to a subclass of verbs in Japanese, which likewise are typically of foreign origin.
Introduction
Since Chomsky and Halle's (1968) seminal work on the Germanic-Latinate divide in the English lexicon, there have been various attempts to find a parallel distinction in the lexicons of other languages (e.g., Itô-Mester 1995a ;b on the Japanese phonological lexicon). Drawing on such attempts, the principal goals of this paper are to show (i) that such a distinction in the Japanese lexicon is reflected, for instance, in the way in which the adjective class is divided into adjectives (As) and adjectival nouns (ANs), and (ii) that ANs are required to undergo nominalization at some point during the course of derivation. 1 Based on Chomsky-Halle (1968) , Emonds (1985; argues that the English vocabulary is divided into two subsets: (i) the primary vocabulary that consists mostly of native morphemes, and (ii) the secondary vocabulary that consists mostly of foreign morphemes. Importantly, for the native speaker, grammatical and phonological behavior rather than historical provenance determines to which subset a morpheme belongs (Emonds 1986 ). Along these lines, Kubo (1992) claims that the adjective class in Japanese consists of two subclasses. To the primary vocabulary belong As that are mostly of native origin. For example, the As in (1) belong to this subclass. On the other hand, As in the secondary vocabulary are mostly of foreign origin, and ANs in Japanese are such As. For example, ANs such as kiree 'pretty', kenmee 'wise', and ganzyoo 'sturdy' in (2) are of Sino-Japanese origin, while naisu 'nice', sohuto 'soft' and sumuuzu 'smooth' in (2) are borrowed from English. 2
1 The term 'adjectival noun' follows Martin (1975) . Note that in pedagogical Japanese grammars, ANs are called adjectival verbs. This is because both As and ANs need the copula verb when they modify Ns (Kubo 1992) . See Baker (2003a) for an argument about why this is so in Japanese, based on his theory of lexical categories (Baker 2003b) ; namely, Japanese As lack agreement features unlike As in English, and thus need a verbal element to enter into an attributive relationship with Ns. 2 However, there are ANs of native origin. The examples in (i) are such ANs (Nishiyama 1999): It has been pointed out in the literature that ANs in Japanese exhibit category-ambiguous behavior between A and N (e.g., Kageyama 1993 ). I will show in this paper that such behavior of ANs in Japanese is rooted in nominalization that ANs must undergo at some point in the course of derivation, and that moreover this nominalization analysis can be extended to a subclass of verbs in Japanese.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will present the morphosyntactic behavior of ANs in Japanese and will show that these ANs exhibit category-ambiguous behavior between A and N. In section 3, a multi-level nominalization analysis of Japanese ANs is proposed, following Emonds (2000; , in order to account for their morphosyntactic behavior. Section 4 will present desirable consequences of the proposed analysis for ANs. Section 5 will show that the proposed analysis can be extended to a subclass of verbs (Vs) in Japanese. Section 6 will conclude the present study.
Adjectival nouns (ANs) in Japanese
In this section, I will consider the morphosyntactic behavior of ANs in Japanese. First, I will show that on the surface, it appears that ANs pattern with Ns. Then, I will show that a closer examination of ANs
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SEIKI AYANO reveals that they exhibit morphosyntactic behavior that parallels that of As.
N-like morphosyntactic behavior of ANs
First, let us consider the inflectional paradigm of Japanese ANs. (3) summarizes the inflectional paradigms for ANs, Ns, As and Vs. Unlike As and Vs, which themselves are inflected for tense, Ns and ANs need the copula -da that bears tense. 3 Presumably, the copula -da is marked by a zero morpheme for the present tense, and by -ta for the past tense.
(3) AN kiree 'pretty' N gakusee 'student' Present kiree-da gakusee-da Past kiree-dat-ta gakusee-dat-ta Gerundive kiree-de gakusee-de Prenominal kiree-na gakusei-no
As a side note, it can be pointed out that the copula verb -da has been regarded as a synthetic form of -de ar-u (see Urushibara 1993 and 3 As has been noted by Kubo (1992, 115) and others, PP can also be immediately followed by the copula -da.
(i) Tugi-no kaigi-wa Tokyo-de-da. next-gen meeting-top Tokyo-in-be-pres 'The next meeting is in Tokyo.' Concerning this issue, Fukui (1986) and Fukui-Sakai (2003) point out that PP and some clausal projections in Japanese behave like nominal categories with respect to nominative case-marking. Note that this is also the case with the copula verb -da. As a side note, Emonds (1985, ch. 7) argues that C patterns with P. Furthermore, CP and DP have been shown to have parallel structures (Valois 1996, among others) , which may account for the fact that CP as well as PP can be suffixed by the copula -da in Japanese, as shown in (ii):
(ii) Mondai-wa simekiri-madeni ronbun-o siager-areru-ka (dooka) dat-ta.
question-top deadline-by paper-acc finish-be.able-q (whether) be-past 'The question was if (I) could finish the paper by the deadline. ' Nishiyama 1999 for their analyses of -de ar-u). The first element -de of the non-contracted form -de ar-u has been regarded as a postposition, a case-marker (Urushibara 1993) or a predicate head (Nishiyama 1999) , while the second element -ar-u has been regarded as a copula verb. Note also that ANs and Ns take different prenominal suffixes, -na versus genitive -no, respectively. The -na is considered to have been derived from the older copulative element nar-u, whose non-contracted form is ni ar-u 'in/at/dat cop-pres' (see Narahara 2002, ch. 8 for an exhaustive review of the literature).
Next, as Kageyama (1993) observes, notice that ANs can appear in the subject and object positions and can be case-marked. 4 As shown in (4) and (5), ANs such as kenkoo 'healthy', genki 'vigorous', huketu 'unclean', and seizyaku 'tranquil' can appear in the subject and object positions with nominative and accusative case-markers, as illustrated by kenkoo-ga 'healthy-nom' in (4a), and kenkoo-o 'healthy-acc' in (5a).
(a) (4) Kenkoo/genki-ga itiban-da. healthy/vigorous-nom no.1-cop 'Being healthy/vigorous is a top priority.' (cf. Kageyama 1993, 24) (b) Huketu-ga iya-da.
unclean-nom dislike-cop '(I) dislike (something) being unclean.' (a) (5) Kenkoo/genki-o izisi-ro! healthy/vigorous-acc maintain-imp 'Keep being healthy/being vigorous!' (cf. idem.) 4 Note that not all ANs can appear in these positions and be case-marked, as can be seen in (i).
(i) a. *Hanako-wa sizuka-o kirat-ta. Hanako-top quiet-acc dislike-past 'Hanako disliked being quiet."
(ii) b. *John-wa kenmee-ga homer-rare-ta John-top wise-nom praise-pass-past 'John was praised for being wise.'
One may wonder if being associated with a nominative or accusative case-marker correlates with the prenominal suffix -no, instead of -na, for ANs. Uehara's (1998) extensive survey of 264 ANs shows that this is not the case; of the 151 ANs that can appear with the nominative or the accusative case-marker, 75 can be suffixed by -no in the prenominal position.
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(b) Seizyaku-o konom-u. tranquil-acc prefer-pres '(Someone) prefers (something) being tranquil.'
A-like morphosyntactic behavior of ANs: a closer look
However, a closer look at the morphosyntactic behavior of ANs reveals that ANs and As form a natural class. First, As and ANs can co-occur with degree phrases such as totemo 'very', kanari 'quite' and maamaa 'so-so', but Vs and Ns cannot, as illustrated in (6), (7), (8) and (9) (Kubo 1992) :
Hanako-nom very/quite/so.so cute-pres 'Hanako is very/quite/extremely cute.'
[A]
(7) Hanako-ga totemo/kanari/maamaa kiree-da.
Hanako-nom very/quite/so.so pretty-cop 'Hanako is very/quite/so.so pretty.' [AN] (8) *Hanako-ga totemo/kanari/maamaa yom-u.
Hanako-nom very/quite/so.so read-pres 'Hanako reads very/quite/so.so.'
[V] (9) *Hanako-ga totemo/kanari/maamaa gakusee-da.
Hanako-nom very/quite/so.so student-cop 'Hanako is a very/quite/so.so student.' [N] Note that there are cases where Vs and Ns allow degree phrases. Some Vs and Ns are in fact gradable, and thus can co-occur with such phrases. 5 Second, only As and ANs can appear in comparative constructions (i.e., [DP/NP-yori A/AN] 'DP/NP-than A/AN' ), as illustrated in (10) and (11) (Kubo 1992) . On the other hand, Vs and Ns do not typically appear in comparative constructions as shown in (12) (b) *Ziroo-wa Tokyo-e Nagoya-yori ik-u.
Ziroo-top Tokyo-to Nagoya-than go-pres 'Ziroo goes to Tokyo more than (to) Nagoya.'
[V]
(a) (13) *Hanako-wa Ziroo-yori seeto-da. Hanako-top Ziroo-than student-cop 'Hanako is (more of) a student than Ziroo.'
[N]
(b) *Sakana-wa niku-yori tabemono-da. fish-top meat-than food-cop 'Fish is more (typical) food than meat.'
Third, while As and ANs as in (14) and (15) can typically be suffixed by the verbal affix -gar-u 'feel', Vs and Ns as in (16) and (17) 
Fourth, only As and ANs can be nominalized by the nominalizing suffix -sa '-ness', as shown in (18) and (19), while Ns and Vs cannot, as in (20) and (21):
The present section has shown that while preliminary observations of ANs indicate they are N-like, a closer examination of their morphosyn-tactic behavior reveals that they constitute a subclass of As. Thus As and ANs as a subclass co-occur with specific degree phrases, occur in comparatives, and occur with specific affixes that are subcategorized for the adjective class only. I will propose in the following section that the particular morphosyntactic properties of ANs can best be captured assuming a category-shift from A to N at some point during the course of derivation.
Multi-level nominalization of ANs in Japanese
One way to capture the morphosyntactic properties of ANs is to posit feature-specification particular to ANs, which is exactly what Kageyama (1993) and Miyagawa (1987) have proposed. In the present section, I will first review their proposals before presenting my alternative proposal based on the multi-level lexical insertion theory. Chomsky's (1970) original proposal of feature specification for lexical items considers that the four lexical categories, namely, noun (N), verb (V), adjective (A), and pre-/postposition (P), can be defined by the combination of two features: [±N] and [±V] , as shown in (22).
Previous proposals
Based on Chomsky (1970) , Kageyama (1993) Miyagawa's (1987) proposal for the feature specification of lexical categories, illustrated in (24), As are unvalued for [N], while ANs are specified as [+N, +V] .
Details aside, in the proposals of both Miyagawa and Kageyama, ANs are defined as an independent category, specific to Japanese, in order to capture the fact that their morphosyntactic properties differ from those of canonical As and Ns. 7 However, a stronger hypothesis would be to postulate that ANs are in fact As, are feature-specified as such, and undergo category-shift, as explained below.
Multi-level nominalization
The hybrid nature of ANs in Japanese can be explained if we assume that they undergo category-shift during the course of derivation. As background, let us first review Emonds' (2000; theory of multilevel nominalization, the basic idea of which is as follows. In this theory, lexical items can be inserted at three different levels. First, lexical items are considered lexically inserted when they bear both semantic and syntactic features. These lexical items are basic lexical categories such as N, V, A and P. Second, lexical items are inserted in syntax if they lack semantic features, but have LF-interpretable syntactic features. Finally, lexical items with LF-uninterpretable syntactic features and no semantic features are inserted at PF. Consider (25) for a summary.
(25) Emonds' theory of multi-level insertion
Lexical insertion:
Lexical items with semantic + syntactic features (Lexical categories N, V, A, P).
Syntactic insertion:
Lexical items with syntactic features that are LF-interpretable (e.g., light verbs).
PF insertion:
Lexical items with syntactic features that are not interpreted at LF.
On the basis of this theory of multi-level insertion, Emonds proposes, for example, that there are three types of nominalizing -ing in English. The first type of -ing in (26a), which undergoes lexical insertion, is equipped with both a semantic feature and an LF-interpretable syntactic N-feature. This -ing suffix derives a result nominal. The second type of -ing in (26b) has an LF-interpretable syntactic N-feature without any semantic feature, and is inserted in syntax. This syntactic nominalization derives an event nominal. Finally, the third type of -ing in (26c) comes without a semantic feature and is equipped only with an LF-uninterpretable syntactic N-feature, which derives a verbal gerund. This paper will focus on the distinction between lexical and syntactic nominalization on the one hand, and PF nominalization on the other, since PF nominalization has a robust consequence, which is different from lexical and syntactic nominalization, in terms of the size of syntactic objects that undergo nominalization.
With regard to the issue of correlation between the size of nominalization and the level at which a given element undergoes nominal-ization, Yoon (1996) proposes that lexical nominalization takes place in the lexicon, while phrasal nominalization in syntax. While agreeing with his insights for the correlation, I will follow Emonds' claim that phrasal nominalization takes place at PF, in that nominal properties of a given nominalized phrase do not contribute to syntax, which becomes more salient with respect to VNs (see especially the verbal anaphora facts in 5.3.2).
My analysis of ANs
My first proposal is that ANs, which are mostly As of foreign origin, constitute a subset of the adjective class, and that this subclass of As is required to undergo nominalization by the merger of a morphologically null N at different levels in the derivation. Following Emonds (2000) , I also propose that a null nominalizing suffix with an LF interpretable Nfeature undergoes merger with ANs prior to PF, while a null nominalizing suffix with an LF uninterpretable N-feature undergoes merger with ANs at PF. Crucially, the former null nominalizing suffix targets an AN head, but the latter targets an entire AN phrase. The nominalization by the -ing suffix demonstrates the contrast at issue, as shown by (26a) and (26b) on the one hand, and (26c) on the other. Note especially that the gerund in (26c) retains the VP-like internal structure, taking the DP argument, as opposed to (26a) and (26b), which do not have the VP-like internal structure.
Returning to the morphosyntactic behavior of ANs in Japanese, I propose that the N-like properties of ANs are due to nominalization that they must undergo either prior to PF or at PF. The proposed analysis is illustrated in (27) and (28): (27) AN nominalization prior to PF: Pre-PF The derivations in (27) and (28) show that under the proposed analysis, all ANs are Ns at PF. 8 Thus the N-like properties we have seen above, i.e., their co-occurrence with the copula verb and their case-marking, are PF phenomena, as shown below. First, recall that ANs and Ns are suffixed by the same copula verb that bears tense. The copula, which can be regarded as LFuninterpretable, merges with Ns at PF. 9 Since ANs are Ns at PF either by (27) or (28), they can be suffixed by the same copula verb, as illustrated in (29) and (30).
8 As Caroline Heycock (p.c.) has pointed out to me, the question naturally arises as to why AN does not appear with the genitive case-marker -no in the pronominal position, but does appear with -na in the prenominal position (see Uehara (1998) for a list of 75 ANs that allow both -no and -na in the pronominal position, as already mentioned in fn. 4). The situation is problematic for the proposed nominalization analysis, in that all ANs should be Ns at PF. Furthermore, -na can be regarded as a morphological realization of Case (Yamakido 2005 ; to appear). I can only speculate here that -na is a reflection of the adjectival properties of AN that percolate up to the higher N node. 9 I claim that the following facts support my analysis that the copula verb -da does not have semantic content; the presence or absence of the copula verb in sentences like those in (i) only marks the gender difference of the speaker (cf. Shibatani 1990).
(i) a. Taroo-wa gakusee-da-yo. [male speech] Taroo-top student-cop-fp 'Taroo is a student.' b. Taroo-wa gakusee-∅-yo. [female speech] Taroo-top student-cop-fp 'Taroo is a student.' The anonymous reviewer points out that the above contrast seems like situationdetermined allomorphy, and that it provides no argument in itself either for or against attributing semantic content to -da. Although the reviewer's point is well taken, I conjecture that it may be the case that -da is a dummy copula following Nishiyama (1999) . He proposes that besides tense, there are two other heads associated with adjectives in Japanese: the lower predicate head (Bowers 1993) , and the higher dummy copula whose function is simply to support tense. Applying his analysis to the predicate nominal gakusee 'student' in (i) and ANs, it may be that the predicate head is always phonologically null, and that the dummy copula exhibits situation-determined allomorphy (i.e., -da or null), as the reviewer suggests.
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Pre-PF-nominalized AN
Second, as it has been observed in section 2, ANs can appear in the subject and object positions and be associated with the nominative and accusative case-markers, respectively. Provided that the case-markers in Japanese are inserted at PF (Fukui-Sakai 2003; Nakamura 2005) , ANs, which are Ns at PF, can then be case-marked. Consider (31):
pretty-nml-nom no. 1-cop 'Being pretty is a top priority.'
pretty-nml-acc strive.for-pres '(We) strive for being pretty.'
With regard to the four kinds of A-like behavior of ANs, provided that the above analysis of ANs is on the right track, they can be considered to reflect the properties of ANs in syntax and at LF. I will not provide a detailed analysis here, but will return to -sa nominalization in the following section, as it is directly relevant to the proposed multi-level nominalization analysis of ANs.
Consequences of the proposed analysis
It follows from the PF-nominalization analysis of verbal gerunds in English that when ANs undergo nominalization at PF, they should display AP-like behavior internally, and NP-like behavior externally. Recall that ANs being As, they can take degree phrases and can also appear with the comparative expression DP/NP-yori 'DP/NP-than'. Assuming that both degree phrases and comparative expressions are AP-internal elements, we predict that ANs with a degree phrase and entire comparative constructions should be able to appear in the subject or object position and be case-marked; the null N merger at the PF interface is predicted to target a larger unit such as AP, and case-marking is considered to take place at PF following nominalization. The examples in (32a) and (32b) show that the prediction is correct. In (32a), the AN kiree 'clean' with the degree phrase totemo 'very' appears in the subject position and the whole adjectival phrase is suffixed by the nominative case-marker. Likewise, in (32b), the adjectival phrase involving a comparative of the form dare 'who', and the AN suteki 'charming' appears in the object position and is suffixed by the accusative case-marker. 
mezasi-te anyone-than-foc charming-nml-acc aim-ger 'aiming to be more charming than anybody'
It should be noted that under the proposed analysis, the ANs kiree 'clean/pretty' and suteki 'charming' in (33) with the modifier anata-no 'you-gen' can be captured as having undergone nominalization prior to PF:
pretty/charming-nml-gen secret 'the secret of your prettiness/charmingness' A logical question to ask at this point is where the nominalizing suffix -sa stands in relation to the proposed null N introduced either prior to or at PF. As shown in section 2, the -sa suffix in Japanese nominalizes As and ANs only. Consider (34), in which the A kawaii 'cute' and the AN kiree 'pretty/clean' are nominalized: From the results in (35), it is expected that (33) remains grammatical when the pre-PF-inserted null N is replaced by the overt nominalizing suffix -sa, as illustrated in (36): 10
you-gen pretty/charming-nml-gen secret 'the secret of your prettiness/charmingness' 10 The anonymous reviewer asks if there is a semantic difference between (33) and (36). Although the exact nature of the difference is not immediately obvious, the following contrast in (i) is suggestive of the difference in question:
(i) (a) ni-kasyo-no kiree-sa-ga medat-u. two-cl-gen clean-nml-nom stand.out-pres 'Cleanliness of two places stands out (among others).' (b) *ni-kasyo-no kiree-∅-ga medat-u. two-cl-gen clean-nml-nom stand.out-pres 'Cleanliness of the two places stands out (among others).' The morphosyntactic behavior of the nominalized AN kiree-sa 'clean-nml' in (ia) parallels that of the result nominal in (26a), in that both of them can be pluralized. Under Emonds' analysis, the -ing suffix, which derives result nominals, is equipped with a semantic feature as well as a syntactic N-feature interpretable at LF, and is inserted in the lexicon. As for the -sa suffix, Kageyama's (1982, 218-21) analysis is in support of the insertion of -sa in the lexicon. On the other hand, (ib) resists pluralization just like the event nominal in (26b) and the verbal gerund in (26c). In fact, as the reviewer suggests, (33) can be taken as a case of PF nominalization, having the 'X being Adj' structure. That is, the entire AN phrase has undergone nominalization at PF. If this is the case, then the genitive case on anata-no 'you-gen' in (33) may be assigned in [Spec, D] , just as the genitive case assigned to the subject in constructions in which the ga/no "nominative/genitive" conversion is observed (Miyagawa 1993; Ochi 2001) . One obvious problem of applying the ga/no-conversion analysis to (33) is that anata 'you' in it cannot be associated with nominative case. In view of the above facts, my proposed analysis for (33) seems to be on the right track.
Further, provided that the -sa suffixation nominalizes ANs prior to PF, it is predicted that other modifiers of N such as kono 'this' and anata-no 'you-gen' should be able to co-occur with ANs. Consider (37): 11 (a) (37) kono suteki-sa-ga suki-da. this attractive-nml-nom like-cop '(I) like this attractiveness.' (b) anata-no kiree-sa-o urayamasi-gat-ta. you-gen pretty-nml-acc jealous-feel-past '(Someone) felt jealous of your prettiness.'
To summarize, I have shown in this section that the proposed nominalization analysis has some desirable consequences. In addition, the multi-level nominalization analysis for ANs indicates that the nominalizing suffix -sa merges with ANs prior to PF. We will see in the following section (i) that the primary-secondary divide can also be observed in the verb class in Japanese, and (ii) that the proposed analysis can also account for a subclass of Vs that are typically of foreign origin.
Verbal nouns (VNs) in Japanese
Section 5 will show that the multi-level nominalization analysis can be extended to account for the morphosyntactic behavior of a subclass of Vs in Japanese called verbal nouns (VNs). First of all, there are two types of verbs in Japanese, as illustrated in (38) . Note that the verbs in (38b) can be decomposed into VN and the light verb suru 'do'. Furthermore, 
In what follows, I will first review morphosyntactic properties of VNs, which exhibit hybrid morphosyntactic behavior between V and N.
12 As in the case of ANs, there are exceptions. Although the following verbs in (i) are of foreign origin, they are classified as -(r)u verbs:
Note that the VN-suru 'VN-do' construction allows unaccusative VNs as well as transitive VNs (including unergative VNs (Chomsky 1995, among others) ), whereas the VN-o suru 'VN-acc do' construction rules out unaccusative VNs. There have been various attempts to capture the contrast in the generative literature (Kageyama 1982; Miyagawa 1987; Grimshaw-Mester 1988) . Given my proposal that VNs are Vs, one plausible analysis is that there are two kinds of suru: one kind that can select VP and vP, which derives the VN-suru construction and, thus, rules in unaccusative VNs, and the other that selects only vP, thus ruling out unaccusative VNs that are without v. The former -suru is a light verb and thus naturally imposes fewer selectional restrictions than the latter regular verb suru. If VNs as well as ANs are required to undergo nominalization, the question naturally arises as to why VNs do not undergo nominalization in the VN-suru construction. I propose that -suru in the VN-suru construction is inserted at PF (see Takahashi 2000) , under the condition that suru in the VN-o suru construction is not selected and merged in syntax. The suru-insertion at PF blocks PF nominalization.
N-like morphosyntactic behavior of VNs
First of all, VNs are N-like, in that they can be suffixed by the copula verb -da. In other words, VNs cannot inflect on their own and need the copula verb to bear tense just like Ns do:
(39) VN benkyoo 'study' N gakusee 'student' Present benkyoo-da gakusee-da Past benkyoo-dat-ta gakusee-dat-ta Gerundive benkyoo-de gakusee-de Prenominal benkyoo-no gakusei-no Second, VNs can be case-marked as illustrated in (40). In (40a), the VN benkyoo 'study' appears in nominative case, and in (40b), the same VN appears in accusative case.
(a) (40) Taroo-wa benkyoo-ga yoku deki-ru. Taroo-top study-nom well be.good.at-pres 'Taroo is very good at studying.'
(b) Benkyoo-o ganbar-e! study-acc work.hard-imp 'Study hard!'
Next, I will show that VNs exhibit V-like morphosyntactic behavior, too.
V-like morphosyntactic behavior of VNs
Interestingly, in (41a), the VN phrase in the aspectual affix clause, which involves the aspectual N, -tyuu 'middle', exhibits NP-like internal and external behavior, but also displays VP-like properties.
(a) (41)
Taroo-no eego-no benkyoo-tyuu, Hanako-mo soo s-ita. Taroo-gen English-gen study-middle Hanako-also so do-past 'During Taroo's study of English, Hanako did so.' [VN] (b) Taroo-ga keeki-o tabeta. Hanako-mo soo s-ita.
Taroo-nom cake-acc ate Hanako-also so do-past 'Taroo ate a cake. Hanako did so.' [V] (c) Taroo-wa gakusee-da. *Hanako-mo soo s-ita.
Taroo-top student-cop Hanako-also so do-past 'Taroo is a student. So did Hanako.'
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SEIKI AYANO (41a) shows that the verbal anaphoric expression soo sita 'did so' can refer to the VN phrase in the aspectual affix clause. Crucially, the verbal anaphoric expression soo suru 'do so' can only refer to the preceding VP as in (41b), not to the preceding NP as in (41c) (Shibatani 1976) . Second, in aspectual affix clauses, VNs can take a nominative subject and an accusative object. 14 Example (42a) shows that with the aspectual N -sai 'occasion', the VN hihan 'criticism' can take the nominative subject gakusee-ga 'student-nom' and the accusative object sensei-no ronbun-o 'teacher-gen paper-acc'. Likewise in (42b), with the aspectual N -tyuu 'middle', the VN unten 'drive' can take the nominative subject Taroo-ga 'Taroo-nom' and the accusative object kuruma-o 'car-acc' (cf. Hasegawa 1999) .
(a) (42) gakusee-ga sensee-no ronbun-o hihan-no-sai-ni student-nom teacher-gen paper-acc criticism-gen-occasion-on 'on the occasion of the student's criticism of the teacher's paper' (b) Taroo-ga kuruma-o unten-tyuu-ni Taroo-nom car-acc drive-middle-in 'in the middle of Taroo's driving a car'
Having observed the hybrid morphosyntactic behavior of VNs, next we will see how the proposed multi-level nominalization analysis has some desirable consequences.
Consequences of the multi-level nominalization analysis for VNs
Double accusative constructions with VNs
Notice that the multi-level nominalization analysis proposed in this paper predicts that VNs should also display a contrast in their behavior depending on at which level they undergo nominalization. This prediction is borne out.
The sentences in (43) are considered to involve the nominalization of VNs at PF by a null nominalizing suffix with an LF-uninterpretable syntactic N-feature. Their behavior is parallel to the verbal gerund facts in English observed earlier in the paper: they are NP-like externally and VP-like internally. More specifically, the VNs syookai 'introduction'
Taroo-no eego-no benkyoo-tyuu, Hanako-mo soo s-ita. Taroo-gen English-gen study-during Hanako-also so do-past 'During Taroo's studying of English, Hanako did so.' (b) Taroo-ga eego-o benkyoo-tyuu, Hanako-mo soo s-ita. Taroo-nom English-acc study-during Hanako-also so do-past 'During Taroo John's writing of a novel was quick, but Mary's doing so was even quicker.
(b) John's writing a novel was quick, but Mary's doing so was even quicker. The sentence in (50a) involves pre-PF nominalization; the nominalizing suffix -ing has targeted the verb write only, a structure parallel to that of (49a). On the other hand, in (50b), the nominalizing suffix -ing has targeted the VP in much the same way that the null nominalizing suffix nominalizes the VP in (49b). The V is embedded within NP as illustrated in (50 ′ a), while it remains V throughout in syntax and at LF as in (50 ′ b), hence the contrast in grammaticality.
17 Note that the aspectual affix -tyuu in this clause is T, not N. This T licenses the nominative case for Taroo-ga 'Taroo-nom' that actually moves out of the NP to Spec of TP, which is not shown in the structure given here. 18 The contrast in (50) was observed by Brian Agbayani (p.c.) who has also pointed out that the following example of Fu et al. (2001) , which parallels (50a) and is judged perfect in their judgment, is actually somewhat degraded.
(i) Sue's exploration of Easter Island was impressive, then Amy's doing so was a real surprise.
SEIKI AYANO
Conclusion
I have shown in this paper that the adjective class in Japanese is composed of two subclasses, one of which can be characterized as As of mostly foreign origin, and that this subclass is required to undergo nominalization prior to PF or at PF by null nominalizing suffixes. The proposed multi-level nominalization analysis has desirable consequences for ANs, and can be extended to a subclass of Vs in Japanese, which similarly are mostly of foreign origin. Finally, there are desirable consequences for considering VNs to be Vs, which are required to undergo nominalization just like ANs. However, it remains to be seen what may be the consequences of a finer distinction between lexical and syntactic nominalization for both ANs and VNs. That is, there should be semantic as well as syntactic differences, just as in the case of a result nominal versus an event nominal in English (cf. Grimshaw 1990) . 19 While it is certainly important that this issue be addressed, I will leave it for future research.
